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Everyone can make music! 
Just say:

Boom! Tikky!
Tish!Wubba!
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This book 
is full of 

MUSIC!



like THIS, 

Boom!

When you see a drum, 

say “Boom!” out loud



Boom! Boom! Boom!



like THIS, 

Tikky!

When you see a rattle, 

say “Tikky!”



Tikky Boom Tikky Boom Tikky Boom Tikky Boom!



like THIS, 

Tish!

When you see a cymbal, 

say “Tish!”



Boom Tikky Tikky Tish! Boom Tikky Tikky Tish! 



like THIS, 

Wubba!say “Wubba!”

When you see a keyboard,



Boom Wubba Boom Wubba Boom Wubba Boom!
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